Abstract. Considering the difference between actors' fee, this paper constructed the model of movie talent scheduling problem to minimize the total costs of talents. According to the characteristic of the problem, this paper applies the genetic algorithm with elitist strategy and the discrete particle swarm optimization algorithm which combined genetic operations and can adjust the inertia weight dynamically to work out this problem in different sizes. Experimental results show that, the genetic algorithm with elitist strategy can obtain a better solution when the problem size is small, while the discrete particle swarm optimization is more efficient for the large scale problems.
Introduction
Film production is a project which expends vast human and material resources, including a lot of scheduling work, for example talents, sites, and production tools. Among them, the rational choice in actors is undoubtedly important to the success of a film. Besides, the spending on talents has also become the core of the film production costs. In a survey of China's movie ticket cost shows that the film production costs have risen sharply which is largely due to the rising prices, especially the talents' costs. For example, the cost on movie stars accounts for about forty percent of the total production costs in the movie< Don't Go Breaking My Heart > [1] and < The Warlords> [2] .Therefore, according to the requirements of different scenes in movie to make a reasonable scheduling to talents will not only improve the return on investment in film-making, but also boost the public's cultural consumption.
The talent scheduling problem was introduced by Cheng [3] .They proved that the problem was strongly NP hard problem and the heuristic algorithm was more efficient in get the approximate optimal solution than the branch and bound optimization algorithm. Zhang [4] made the improvement on the branch and bound algorithm by adding the methods of pretreatment and advantage rule. de la Banda .M.G [5] used an optimized dynamic programming method which contained the pretreatment and a limited search boundary to solve this problem. However, these algorithms cannot avoid the "dimension disaster" when the problem size is increasing. Then, intellectual start research the heuristic algorithm to solve NP-hard problems like the combinatorial optimization problems. Jiao [6] applied GA to solve the flight scheduling problem. Tang [7] applied PSO to solve the pre-warning satellite scheduling problem. All these intellectuals also made some improvements on GA and PSO algorithms which included changing the way of coding or altering the motion equation of swarms and so on. Therefore, this article will apply the GA and DPSO algorithms to solve the talent scheduling problem with the target of minimizing the total talents' costs on the bases of ever improved heuristic algorithms. In addition, the optimization results of two algorithms will be compared and analyzed.
Mathematical Model
During the film shooting, it is always divided into different scenes according to the script as well as the realistic field of shooting. Then, the director will arrange the shooting task to talents on the basis of different scenes. Because the shooting activities for each actor cannot be carried out continuously, the producer shall compensate some actors for the waiting time of non-shooting activities. In this paper, we assume that the compensation expense for each actor is equal to the normal reward. When the number of scenes and actors is increasing, the spending on total talents will be the main part of a film production costs. Therefore, the key to the talents scheduling problem is the optimization of the scenes International Conference on Engineering Management, Engineering Education and Information Technology (EMEEIT 2015) de la Banda, M. G [5] For each talent, the complete shooting process is from the first scene to the last shooting activity he or she performed according to the shooting sequence arranged by the director. For example, a set of scenarios is R. () j eR and () j fR are first and last scene numbers respectively which talent j participates in this scene shooting sequence. Total work time of talent j is calculated and total spending of actors is represented by C which is our optimization objective are calculated in Eq.1 and Eq.2:
Therefore, the core of the talent scheduling problem is to find a satisfied shooting sequence to minimize the total costs of talents.
Application of Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithm (GA) is a global optimization algorithm which is based on the imitation of the natural biological evolution process. GA searches a better solution by the fitness value of individual. In the process of programming, the most important three parts are the encoding, fitness function, and the design of genetic operators. In addition, this paper adds an elitist strategy in the process of programming to improve the optimization effect of the GA. The algorithm operations as follows: Encoding Talent scheduling problem is a discrete combination optimization problem in essence. The key to solve this problem is how to arrange the sequence of scenes. This paper encodes the chromosome to integer. Taking the number of scene as the gene on the chromosome, then each chromosome represents a sequence of scenes, also a solution.
For example, a chromosome S 1 ={1,3,5,2,6,4,8,10,7,9} means the shooting sequence in the problem of 10 scenes and 5 actors.
Fitness function
In this paper, the reciprocal of the total costs of talents is used as fitness function. Therefore, when total costs calculated by formula 2 is smaller, the fitness value is larger, and then the individual chromosome is more likely to be retained in the iteration.
Genetic operations Selection
Selection operation is an important step of the algorithm, which reflects the tendency of individual evolution. This paper chooses the roulette wheel method for it is easy to implement. In this method, the probability of the individual to be chosen is equal to the fitness value of this individual accounts for the proportion of all the individuals in the population.
International
Crossover
Crossover operation in genetic algorithm promotes the generation of the optimal solution. This paper will generate two points randomly to make crossover operation of individuals. For example, two individuals are S 1 ={1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10} and S 2 ={2,4,7,3,8,10,1,5,6,9}.There are two points generated randomly in [1, 9] , which are 3 and 7. Through the crossover operation, two new individuals are S 1 * ={2,3,8,4,5,6,7,10,1,9}and S 2 *={2,4,5,3,8,10,1, 6,7,9} .
The selection of parameter is very important in crossover operation. It is not conducive to obtain a satisfied solution that the cross probability is too small or too great. Therefore, it is appropriate to take 0.5~0.9 for cross probability [8] [9] . In this paper, the crossover rate Pc is selected as 0.8 after the large experiment tests.
Mutation Mutation operation is a kind of local random search, which keeps the population diversity and prevents the non -mature convergence effectively. In this paper, the position of two genes in chromosome will be traded to mutate. For example, the individual mentioned above is S 1 ={2,4,7,3,8,10,1,5,6 ,9}. If two random points are 5 and 8, the new individual after mutation operation is S 1 *={2,4,7,3,5,10,1,8,6,9}.
In general, the mutation probability is small, because a great variation rate will lead to instability. But it cannot play the role of maintaining population diversity if this parameter is too small. Therefore, it is appropriate to take 0.01~0.1for it [8] [9] . After the large experiment tests, the mutation rate Pm is selected as 0.04.
Elitist strategy
During the iterative process of traditional genetic algorithm, the optimal individual often cannot survive through a series of crossover and mutation operations. Hence, the elitist strategy helps to retain the good individuals and enhance the efficiency of optimization.
Application of Particle Swarm Optimization
Particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO) develops based on the intelligence of the biological groups. Each particle has the position and velocity in PSO. They take a movement by seeking the previous best positions of themselves and the position of optimal individual in the group to search globally.
Primary process of PSO
Assuming all particles move in a space of n dimensions, the optimal position of each particle is pbest, and the position of globally optimal particle is gbest. is the position of the optimal individual in the group. Then, from the generation t to t+1, the updated position and velocity equation of particle i in dimension jcan be represented in Eq.3 and Eq.4 [10] :
In Eq.4, is the inertia weight coefficient which represents how much effect that previous velocity on the velocity updating of particle i. C 1 and C 2 are cognitive factor and social factor of particle which represents the degree of bias of learning from the best location of itself or the best location in the group. r 1 and r 2 are random numbers, 1 
Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization
This paper decides to apply DPSO which combines the crossover and mutation operations in GA to promote particles' motion for it is difficult to describe the velocity and position of particles by applying the traditional PSO [11] 
Among the information of updating velocity of particles, the influence from previous velocity is determined byω . When ω increases, the global search ability of the particles will be enhanced, but in contrast the local search ability of particles will increase [12] . Therefore, a dynamic adjustment mechanism for ω is shown in Eq.5.
In addition, C 1 and C 2 control the updating position of particles. This paper takes the reciprocal of particles as the judging criteria for the operation and makes C 1 equal to C 2 to keep the consistency of the cognition and learning community of particles. The iterative steps of the DPSO are as follows: 1). Set the population, iterative generation, and initial positions of particles.
2). Calculate the fitness value of particles and initialize their individual extreme values and the global extreme value.
3). Generate a random number r, and compare the value of r and ω of each particle. When r is greater than ω , particle takes mutation operation, otherwise the position is invariant. 4). Generate random numbers r 1 and r 2 . Each particle will take the cross operation with the optimal position of its own if , then it takes the cross operation with the optimal position in global. 5). Calculate the updated fitness value of each particle, and update the individual extreme value and the global extreme value. 6). Return the third step to carry out the iterative operations until iteration generation is reached.
Experimental Analysis
This paper programs by visual studio Microsoft 2008 software, and the programming environment is Windows 7 operating system. Four experiments are set for comparing the optimization results of two algorithms, and these experiments have different number of actors and scenarios. The populations of the two algorithms are 200, and the iteration generation is 500. When two algorithms run 20 times respectively, the data obtained under four scenarios are compared in Table 1 , and the convergence trends of algorithms are also compared in Fig.1 By comparing the experiment results, some conclusions can be obtained as follows.
1. In Table 1 , GA has an advantage over DPSO in getting the optimal value, mean value, as well as the computing time in the first three scenarios. However, the gap between GA and DPSO decreases on optimal value and mean value with the expansion of problem' scale. DPSO is obviously superior to the experimental results of GA on 40_20.
2. In figure 1 to 4, the convergence rate of DPSO is faster, yet the GA iteration process is more stable. In the first scenarios, DPSO is too early to fall into the local optimum, so the result is not ideal. When the number of scenarios increases to 20, even 30, DPSO is obviously better than the GA within 100 generations. Moreover, when they converge to their optimal solutions, the iteration number of DPSO is significantly less than GA. In Figure 4 , the effect of DPSO is better than GA on 40_20.
Obviously, it is the different operating mechanisms between GA and DPSO lead to the varied results. When the scale of the problem is large, the dynamic inertia weight can balance the global and local search ability of DPSO, so that it cannot get into local optimal solution too early. On the contrary, DPSO is too early to fall into the local optimal solution for the affect of dynamic inertia weight is not obvious in a small scale problem, so the advantage of GA is more prominent.
Conclusion
According to the characteristics of film making, this paper applies GA and DPSO to solve the talent scheduling problem which aims at minimize the total costs of the participating actors to optimize the film production costs ultimately. The experimental results show that the optimization ability of the algorithm is related to the size of the problem. GA has a better solution on the problem of small scale; nevertheless DPSO is more efficient on the larger scale problems.
